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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Marcos Reyes

Title Vice President and General Manager of Central Station
Operations, Trustee

Company Kimberlite Corporation

Email Mreyes@sonitrolsecurity.com

Phone 559-264-5924 ext 110

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

27 years

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

Marcos began his time with Kimberlite as an operator in our dispatch department. He left for a short while to join law enforcement as a 
police officer before returning to our monitoring center as a General Manager. He has since become a trustee of our Employee Stock 
Option Program, as well as the company Vice President and General Manager of Monitoring Operations.

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

25 years
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Q5

What is the nominee's experience and current areas of responsibility?

Marcos serves as the Trustee for Our Employee Stock Option Program as well as the company Vice President and General Manager 
of Monitoring Operations. He oversees all operations for the Central Station as well as all managers within the department.

Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

Marcos has had various training in video, audio and fire equipment over the years.

Q7

What attributes does the nominee seek in new employees during the hiring process?

There are two core qualities that Marcos looks for in new employees, attitude and ability to handle stress. A good attitude in a Central 
Station is infectious, so this is a core attribute that a new hire has to possess. The second attribute is the ability to handle stress. 
Central Station is a high stress environment so being able to handle the stress that is coming in is important.

Q8

What is the nominee's role in the training process of operators?

Marcos serves an active role in the training process of operators by reviewing Standard Operating Procedures, meeting management 
and the trainers to offer insight in troubleshooting training issues, as well as providing training to the management staff to better serve 
their team.

Q9

Explain how the manager oversees employee development and retention of the monitoring center workforce, and how
he/she identifies and acknowledges top operators (for example, employee reviews, promotion opportunities, special
recognition, etc.).

Conducting regular one on one meetings between managers and dispatchers. This allows the dispatchers time away from the 
monitoring consoles to openly talk about anything they want, personal or professional. It has greatly improved the connections and 
overall relationships between dispatchers and management and has helped keep everyone focused and moving in the right direction. It 
has also created opportunities to share ideas, some of which were implemented. This helped the dispatchers feel more valued as they 
played a larger role in the overall success of the Central Station.
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Q10

Explain how the monitoring center manager directs and influences the operation of the monitoring center as it relates to
the following:- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity. - Establishing and achieving budget.- Attaining
and measuring customer satisfaction levels.- Complaint and conflict resolution. - Identifying and follow up on missed
signals. - Employee discipline and remedial training.- Establishing quality standards.

Marcos is the first and last step for any changes inside our Central Station. He oversees schedules, the department budget and any 
personnel issues. Marcos spends the time to establish a plan with his management team to roll out any changes, as well as follow up 
after to see how the implementation went.

Q11

Provide a specific example of how the nominee has led the monitoring center and maintained quality service levels in the
midst of a difficult situation.

In March of 2020, Marcos was dealt of the biggest challenges in management, a pandemic. There wasn’t an option to fail since our 
customers were depending on Central Station now more than ever to keep their businesses safe while they were in lockdown. As the 
General Manager, all of Central Station was looking to him for leadership, as well as confidence that we were going to make it through 
this. Immediately, he stepped up to start scouting for resources such as sanitizer, paper towels and masks. A new cleaning regimen 
was established under his guidance to ensure that the operators he cared so much about could stay healthy.
Marcos led Central Station through demonstrating to his operators that he was always there for them. Despite being able to lead 
remotely, Marcos made the choice to come in every day to ensure the staff had confidence that he was as committed to making it 
through this as they were. This hands on approach kept his team bonded. This also allowed him to intervene early if any of the 
Operators were experiencing stress that could impact their levels of service.

Q12

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with customers, including end users and
dealers?

Marcos serves as a leader of the Sonitrol National Dealer’s Association’s national achievement contest. Every year he is integral in 
leading how the other dealers will work together to test and appreciate the best operators nationwide.

Q13

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with responding authorities?

Marcos is the company point of contact for law enforcement for our Central Station. He is always working to build a better relationship 
with all the jurisdictions through annual Law Enforcement Appreciation baskets, volunteering for police events and representing our 
Central Station if we are called as part of an investigation to trial.

Q14

What is the nominee's role in increasing the company's exposure to the public?

Marcos works to identify opportunities to have Kimberlite give back. This is through partnering with local law enforcement to produce 
programs like backpack drives and charity runs to help the public know Kimberlite is a part of their community.
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Q15

List some ways in which the nominee explores new technology within the monitoring center, and how he/she
communicates technological developments within the company to operators.

In March 2018, Marcos spearheaded a full remodel of our Central Station. This included structural improvements, including a state of 
the art air purification system located in the HVAC unit. Each of the 4 monitoring consoles is partitioned so operators can work 
independently without distraction from other consoles. This is exceptionally important as all of our panels come with audio activations 
so the operators expertly trained ears need to be able to focus on just their console. The partition walls are tall and have fabric on them
to allow for our operators to immerse in the verification monitoring of audio and video activated alarms. We have 9 additional stations 
inside Central Station for data support, supervisors, programmers and managers to provide support for our customers and team. By 
housing all of our support staff together this helps build a team focused atmosphere and respond proactively to any customer or team 
needs.
As our sales team sells new technology to monitor, Marcos makes it a priority to get accurate resources to his training team to help 
roll out training before the Operators start monitoring a new product.

Q16

What "best practices" has this person introduced to the monitoring center?

Conducting regular one on one meetings between managers and dispatchers. This allows the dispatchers time away from the 
monitoring consoles to openly talk about anything they want, personal or professional. It has greatly improved the connections and 
overall relationships between dispatchers and management and has helped keep everyone focused and moving in the right direction. It 
has also created opportunities to share ideas, some of which were implemented. This helped the dispatchers feel more valued as they 
played a larger role in the overall success of the Central Station.

Q17

To which alarm industry associations, listing agencies, or response agency associations does the nominee belong, and
what is his/her level of involvement within these groups?

Marcos serves as a leader of the Sonitrol National Dealer’s Association’s national achievement contest.

Q18

In which community outreach programs is the nominee involved?

• Annual Backpack Drive in Partnership with Clovis Police Department
• Ice Cream Fundraisers with the Chafee Zoo
• Special Olympics Torch Run throughout California with CHP, Fresno Sheriff, Hayward PD, and SFPD
• K-9 trials for California in partnership with Bakersfield PD including donation of First Aid Canine Kits.
• Multiple fund raising events for Education Foundations to support teachers in the classroom
• Law Enforcement Appreciation Day – Visit over 56 local law enforcement agencies to say Thank you.
• National Night Out to support safe and secure communities.
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Q19

In what ways has the nominee improved the company's monitoring center offerings to subscribers?

Marcos improves company Monitoring Center offering to subscribers by always providing training to operators. The people are the core 
of what makes the central station of such value to subscribers. Our operators are highly training to listen and care about the 
subscribers. It’s often that customers want to stay on the line to talk to the operators, even if it’s just to have a kind person to talk to 
about their day. Operators are taught there is no rush to get subscribers off the phone since the can trust their team to handle other 
calls.

Q20

Why does this person deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year award? Provide specific
examples of when this individual went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional leadership within the
monitoring center.

It’s often said here at Kimberlite that Marcos is the heart and soul of our Central Station. When preparing this nomination, not a single 
staff member could recall any time someone had an interaction with Marcos that wasn’t positive. He always leads with kindness to 
interact with everyone he comes in contact with. Marcos spends the time to get to know everyone in the company, not just his 
monitoring center staff in order to bridge the gap between departments. During peak Covid19 when staff were getting sick, he took the 
time to make care packages for them so that they could focus on recovering without having to worry about supplies. Marcos leads the 
culture of Central Station towards a wonderful atmosphere.

Q21
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